Case knife dating codes

These stamps are located on the tang of the master blade, and can be used to help identify when the knife was manufactured. The last
two or more digits and letters 18 in our example signify the model of knife, what Case calls the pattern. Case describes several dozen
abbreviations for individual knife attributes and combines two or more of these in a blade abbreviation. For each year thereafter, they
removed one dot. For each year thereafter, one x removed each year. This is the master blade; it is usually where marks are made.
What kind of Case do you own. This number tells you exactly what kind case knife dating codes knife you have. The first number
indicates the type of material used to make the handle. For clarification, note that ten dots appear on 1970 knives, nine case knife
dating codes appear in 1971 knives, eight on 1972 knives, and so on. It would remove one dot per year for 10 years, such that a
blade produced in 1970 had 10 dots, one produced in 1971 had nine dots, and so on. The first digit signifies the handle material; Case
uses distinctive, mostly natural handle materials, such as buffalo horn, stag horn and even mammoth tusk. The stamps will be on the
largest blade of a multiblade folding knife. Most knife manufacturers introduce some jigging pattern into handles, but Case has the
largest variety and a few proprietary jigging patterns. Below is a picture of where the stamp is located, along with the most common
stamps and the years that they were used. From 2011 through 2015, one dot is removed for each year. The lightning S's are simply a
design element introduced in 1980. The company continued through 1940, but used other marks at the same time, a the short-tailed C
with an arrow point at the top. The second digit gives the number of blades. Read the mark for style and content. Case maintains an
excellent website with comprehensive resources. Review the marks from the 1920s. If you are a regular seller of knives, you definitely
need to check out our. From 1990 to mid-1993, the actual date was stamped on the tang. Case has introduced 33 distinct tang stamps
since 1905 for its folding knives, and 17 stamps on its fixed-blade knives. From 2006 through 2009, an X is removed each year. Pre1920 The above stamps were the most common used by Case on knives that were manufactured in the years prior to 1920. There
may be one stamp on either side. This was not as popular with collectors, so Case changed back to the dot dating system in the middle
of 1993. The last two or more digits indicate coxes factory pattern number. They are highly collectible—the Case Collectors Club has
about 18,000 members, who collect by model patternhandle material and year among other characteristics. I have found that many
serious knife collectors disagree with this date range and say that it was actually used from 1919 to 1945.

